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One of the major obstacles faced by quantum-enabled technology is the environmental noise that causes decoherence in the quantum system, thereby destroying much of its quantum aspects and introduces errors while the
system undergoes quantum operations and processing. A number of techniques have been invented to mitigate
the environmental effects; however, much of these techniques are specific to the environment and the quantum tasks at hand, limiting their applicability. Here we propose a protocol that makes arbitrary environments
effectively noise-free or transparent. The protocol exploits non-local superposition in evolution as a quantum
resource. Consequently, it enables full protection of quantum information and entanglement from decoherence, and perfect quantum communications across arbitrary noisy channels for any finite-dimensional quantum
system. We also propose experimental schemes to implement this protocol on linear optical and atomic systems.

Introduction – A quantum system cannot be fully isolated from its environment, and the latter induces decoherence in the system, thereby destroying much of its quantum aspects, and introduces uncontrolled errors [1–4]. Taking over environmental noise is thus one of the major challenges in quantum-enabled technologies today. Some of
the well-known techniques to eliminate environmental effects include dynamical decoupling [5–8], and coherent feedback control [9] to suppress the decoherence, quantum errorcorrection [4, 10–14], and error-mitigating methods [15–20]
for quantum computation and simulations. In the context of
long-distance quantum communication, protocols based on
quantum switches and indefinite causal-order have been proposed to improve channel capacities [21–23]. However, much
of these techniques have limited applicability and specific to
the nature of environments and the quantum tasks under consideration.
Here we introduce a generic protocol that makes arbitrary noisy environment noise-free or transparent. The protocol finds many potential applications in quantum information
technology. For example, it enables full protection of quantum
information and entanglement from decoherence and environmental noise, and perfect quantum communications across arbitrary channels, to mention a few. We also propose two experimentally realizable schemes to implement the protocol enabling perfect quantum communication and perfect protection
of quantum information in optical and atomic systems.
Unlike other protocols, we exploit the non-local superposition in the evolution as a quantum resource to achieve transparency of an arbitrary channel acting on the system. We
term our protocol “quantum channel transparency” (QCT).
For simplicity, we consider qubit channels (d = 2); however,
the protocol can be extended to an arbitrary d-dimensional
system. The action of an arbitrary channel ΛS on a state ρS of
a qubit system S reads
ΛS (ρS ) =

X
m

∗
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FmS ρS FmS † ,

Figure 1. Quantum circuit for QCT: The QCT protocol uses two
ancilla A and B in the initial state |++iAB . In the pre-processing
phase, the non-local unitary U ABS is applied on the system S and the
ancilla AB, which couples the three qubits before they are exposed
to the environments. Due to the environment, the system S undergoes an arbitrary noisy operation ΛS , while the ancilla AB may be
exposed to a wide class of noise given by the map ΦAB in Eq. (5).
In the post-processing phase, we undo the operation U ABS , i.e., ap†
ply U ABS
, followed by the non-local unitary operation VABS , which
neutralizes the effect of environmental noise on S .

P
where FmS s are the Kraus operators satisfying m FmS † FmS = 1.
Here, 1 is the 2 × 2 identity matrix. The Kraus operators can
be expressed in terms of superposition
P in the orthonormal
S
Hilbert-Schmidt bases, as FmS =
i=0,x,y,z cmi σi , where
S
S
S
cmi ∈ C, σ0 = 1, and σ x , σy , and σz are the Pauli x, y, and
z matrices, respectively. The QCT protocol implements the
transformation ΛS → 1S on the level of operation, where 1S
represents the identity channel.
QCT protocol – The step-by-step description of the QCT
protocol is given below. The protocol requires additional two
qubits A and B as ancillary systems and global operations
between the system S and the ancilla AB. The system is in
an arbitrary state ρS . A quantum circuit scheme to realize the
protocol is given in figure 1.

(1)
Step 1: The ancilla AB is initiated
√ in the state |++i where
A/B
A/B
A/B
= (|0i + |1i )/ 2.
|+i
Step 2: The composite ABS is evolved by a global unitary op-

2
eration U ABS , given by
U ABS = |00ih00|AB ⊗ 1S + |01ih01|AB ⊗ σSz
+ |10ih10|AB ⊗ σSx − i|11ih11|AB ⊗ σSy .

(2)

Step 3: The system S undergoes an arbitrary (possibly unknown) qubit channel ΛS , as a result of its interaction
with its environment. Similarly, the ancilla may be allowed to experience environmental noise resulting in a
specific class of channels ΦAB .
Step 4: The composite ABS is evolved with the unitary
followed by another unitary VABS given by

†
U ABS

+ | − −ih− − |AB ⊗ σSy + | − +ih− + |AB ⊗ σSz .

(3)

On the level of channel, the Steps 1-4 implement a transformation that leads to
ΦAB ⊗ ΛS → ΨAB ⊗ 1S ,
for
an arbitrary noisy channel Λ ,
P AB
AB †
µ E µ ρAB (E µ ) with the Kraus operators

(4)
and Φ

AB

=

EµAB = qµ0 1 ⊗ 1 + qµ1 σ x ⊗ 1 + qµ2 σy ⊗ σ x + qµ3 σz ⊗ σ x ,
(5)
where qµi ∈ C. An example of the operation ΦAB is the identity operation.
The unitaries U ABS and VABS are acausal in nature as
they possess (non-local) superposition in the (local) evolution
bases {|mrihns|AB ⊗ σSi } and i ∈ {0, x, y, z}, and cannot be expressed as the product of two local unitaries [24, 25]. This
acausal nature of these unitaries results in the following transformation of the Kraus operators FmS of the system
X
FmS →
σi FmS σi ∝ 1,
(6)
i

which results in the transparency of the channel. The acausal
nature of the U ABS and VABS is responsible for transferring
the environmental effects from the system to the ancilla.
Note that, in place of applying the unitary VABS in Step 4,
we may also preform a non-unitary operation with the Kraus
operators {| + +ih+ + |AB ⊗ 1S , | + −ih+ − |AB ⊗ σSx , | − −ih− −
|AB ⊗σSy , |−+ih−+|AB ⊗σSz } to make the channel ΛS transparent.
QCT protocol for qudit channels (d > 3) – The QCT protocol for a d-dimensional system (S ) follows similar to the
qubit systems, where an arbitrary qudit channel ΛSd is made
transparent with the help of two d-dimensional ancillary systems A and B. In Step 1, the P
ancilla state is prepared in
|ψ0 iA ⊗ |ψ0 iB where |ψ0 i = √1d d−1
k=0 |ki. In Step 2, the tri(d)
partite unitary operation U ABS
= (1B ⊗ C XAS )(1A ⊗ CZBS ) is
applied. Here the control operations C XAS and CZBS are defined
as

CZBS =

d−1
X
k=0

|kihk|B ⊗ Z k , C XAS =

d−1
X
k=0

EµAB =

|kihk|A ⊗ X k ,

(7)

X

cµi j Z i X j ⊗ X d−i .

(8)

i, j
(d)†
In Step 4, the ABS composite is evolved with the unitary U ABS
(d)
and followed by VABS
, where
(d)
VABS
=

VBAS = | + +ih+ + |AB ⊗ 1S + | + −ih+ − |AB ⊗ σSx

S

Pd−1 (i2kπ/d)
where Z
=
|kihk| and X
=
k=0 e
Pd−1
+
1)
mod
di
In
Step
3,
the
system
is
ex|(k
hk|.
k=0
posed to an arbitrary environment and undergoes a noisy
operation ΛSd . The ancilla AB may also undergo noisy
operation ΦdAB with the corresponding Kraus operators

X

|ψm ihψm |A ⊗ |ψn ihψn |B ⊗ (Z m X n )† ,

(9)

m,n

with |ψm iA = Z m |ψ0 iA and |ψn iB = Z [n(d−1) mod d] |ψ0 iB . The
Steps 1-4 result in the overall transformation on the level of
channel as
ΦdAB ⊗ ΛSd → ΨdAB ⊗ 1S ,

(10)

where the local channel on the system S becomes transparent.
For potential applications, the protocol can protect quantum information against arbitrary noise and enables perfect
quantum communication. Not only that, for a multipartite
system, it can protect entanglement while the subsystems are
exposed to local environments. In the following, we discuss
implementation schemes for QCT protocol on optical and
atomic systems.
Perfect quantum communication using optical system –
How efficiently and accurately one is able to transmit quantum information through noisy environments without affecting the message is a crucial question in long-distance quantum communications. In general, for major non-unitary channels, the quantum communication capacity remains below the
maximum possible value, where the maximum value represents a perfect communication channel. For example, for a
qubit channel, the maximum value is unity. The proposed
QCT protocol, however, can maximize the channel capacity
of an arbitrary noisy channel by making it transparent.
An experimentally realizable scheme for perfect quantum
communication using QCT is presented in Figure 2. The
scheme uses internal degrees of freedom of light such as polarization modes, the orbital angular momentum (OAM) [26]
modes and the spatial degrees of freedom. The system qubit
(S ) consists of the OAM states in the basis {|±1i}, which is
also used to carry quantum information and is prone to arbitrary environmental interactions. Ancilla qubits A and B
are the polarization and spatial modes of light, respectively.
The spaces of A and B are spanned by the basis {|hi , |vi} and
{|ai , |bi}, respectively.
The most non-trivial operations in the QCT protocol are the
non-local unitary operations U ABS and VABS . The operation
U ABS can decomposed as
U ABS = |aiha|B ⊗ C xAS + |bihb|B ⊗ C xAS (1A ⊗ σSz ),

(11)
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Figure 2. An all optical setup implementing QCT. Initially, the system qubit is in an arbitrary state |ψi = α |1i + β |−1i, where α, β ∈
C; |α|2 + |β|2 = 1. The initial state of the ancilla will be |00iAB ≡ |h, ai ≡ |hi ⊗ |ai. The state |++iAB ≡ 21 (|h, ai + |h, bi + |v, ai + |v, bi) of ancilla
AB is prepared by the action of a HWP in the path |ai rotated by an angle π/8 followed by a balanced BS. In order to apply the U ABS operation,
†
we use PSDP in path |ai and two DPs followed by a PSDP in path |bi. In the similar fashion we implement U ABS
. We use HWPs, balanced
BSs, and cylindrical lenses (π-converters) to implement Hadamard operations in order to convert U ABS to VABS .

where C xAS is the C-NOT operation on the AS subsystem,
where the control lies with the ancilla A. From this decomposition of U ABS , it is clear that we need to perform C-NOT
operation jointly on the polarization and OAM system, and σz
operation of the OAM qubit.
The σz operation on the OAM states |±1i can be performed
using a Dove prism (DP) [27]. The action of a DP rotated
about the z-axis by angle ϑ cause the following transformation
on the OAM state |`i:

Therefore, the QCT protocol requires only linear optical
elements such as DP, PSDP, BS, HWP, and π-converters,
see Figure 2. Thereby making the channel implemented
on OAM transparent, the protocol enables perfect quantum
communication using OAM modes.

|h, ±1i → |h, ±1i ; |v, ±1i → |v, ∓1i .

Protecting quantum information in atomic systems – In
quantum information processing tasks, it is often necessary
to protect coherence in the state of a quantum system for a
long enough duration. But, the inevitable interaction with
the environment makes the state to decay. The environmental effects can be nullified using the QCT protocol introduced
above hence protect the state and the quantum information indefinitely. To demonstrate that, we present an experimental
scheme in Figure 3, where the state of an atom is protected
for an indefinite time.
In this scheme, we consider a three-level atom with a twofold degenerate ground state and an excited state trapped inside an optical cavity. The system qubit (S ) consists of the
state space spanned by the low-energy states |±1i of the atom,
whereas the ancilla qubits (A and B) consist of two singlephotons.
To implement the operation U ABS we first notice that this
operator can be decomposed as a product of two controlled
two-qubit operators as follows:


U ABS = 1B ⊗ C xAS 1A ⊗ CzBS ,
(14)

This is exactly the C-NOT operation we desire.
Note that VABS = (HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HS )U ABS (HA ⊗ HB ⊗ HS ),
where Hη represents Hadamard operation on the system η.
The Hadamard operation on the polarization and the spatial
modes can be implemented using half wave-plates (HWPs)
and the beam splitters (BSs), respectively. On the other hand,
the Hadamard on the OAM degree of freedom requires πconverter [29, 30].

where C xAS = |0ih0|A ⊗ 1S + |1ih1|A ⊗ σSx and CzBS = |0ih0|B ⊗
1S +|1ih1|B ⊗σSz are respectively the control-NOT and controlPhase gates acting on one photon and the atom.
The control-Phase and the control-NOT operations between
a photon and the atom can be performed using the technique
given in Ref. [31–34]. For this technique to work, the threelevel atom should have the Λ-transition, where the transition
is allowed only between |±1i ↔ |0i and forbidden between

|`i → exp(2i`ϑ) |−`i .

(12)

Therefore, two DPs in series, first one at angle ϑ = π/4 and
second one at ϑ = 0 will result in the transformation matrix
!
1 0
i
.
(13)
0 −1
The phase i can be compensated using a phase plate. Hence,
two colinear DPs can act as σz operation on the OAM states
|±1i.
The C-NOT operation between the OAM and the polarization qubits can be implemented using the polarization selective DP (PSDP) [28], which acts like a DP for some polarization and an identity channel for the orthogonal polarization.
Therefore, the action of the PSDP is given by:
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system by the optimized-STIRAP techniques where the excited state |0i is adiabaitcally eliminated [40, 41]. Hence, we
can perform both the control-NOT and Control-Phase operations on the photon plus atomic system.
Therefore, the unitary U ABS can be implemented by
sequentially interacting the two photons with the atom-cavity
system. In the similar fashion we can implement VABS
operator between the atom and the photons by introducing
U ABS along with the Hadamard operation on the polarization
states of the photons using HWP and the atomic states using
STIRAP technique.
Figure 3. Protecting quantum information in an atomic system:
The atomic state space is spanned by the low-energy states |±1i and
the excited state |0i. The ancilla consists of two single-photons (A
and B) in circularly polarization basis
{|Ri , |Li}. The photons are
√
initiated in the states (|Ri + |Li)/ 2. In order to implement U ABS
operation, we make two photons A and B interact with the atom S
inside the cavity. Let the two photons be τ time apart where the
photon B comes first. The interaction of the photon B with the atom
results in the CzBS operation. Then applying Hadamard operation on
the atom using STIRAP technique with the help of a classical laser
pulses (Ω) followed by the interaction of the photon A yields C xAS
operation. Both operations together result in U ABS . Afterward, the
two photons can be stored in an optical quantum memory [35–37]
†
to be used subsequently to implement U ABS
and VABS operations.
Circulators [32] are used to direct the photons towards the cavity
and optical quantum memory. The electro-optic-modulator (EOM)
[38, 39] is used to perform Hadamard operation on the photons in
order to convert U ABS into VABS .

|1i ↔ |−1i levels. Due to the conservation of angular momentum, the right-circular polarized light interacts with |1i ↔ |0i
transition and the left-circular with |−1i ↔ |0i.
For an atom trapped inside a cavity in the strong coupling
regime (Purcell regime), in the steady state limit and at resonance, the relation between the input ain and output aout light
modes of the cavity can be written as
aout =

−κγ + 4g2
ain ,
κγ + 4g2

(15)

where κ is the decay rate of the cavity, g characterizes the
coupling strength between the cavity and the atom and γ is
the atomic decay rate such that κ  g  γ. Therefore, if
g2  κγ then aout ∼ ain whereas if g2  κγ then aout ∼ −ain .
If we choose the right-circular polarization as the normal
mode of the optical cavity, then the transition |−1i ↔ |0i is
always decoupled, i.e, g = 0. Therefore, if the atom is prepared in the state |−1i then it will reflect the photon with a
π-phase, irrespective of its polarization. However, if the atom
is in the state |1i then the photon will experience a σz operation on its polarization states, i.e., |Li → − |Li and |Ri → |Ri.
The general transformation can be written as
|Li ⊗ |±1i → − |Li ⊗ |±1i ,

|Ri ⊗ |±1i → ± |Ri ⊗ |±1i , (16)

which is exactly −Cz operation. The Cz operation can be converted into the C x operation by applying Hadamard operation
on the target qubit. It can be done efficiently on the atomic

Discussions – Unlike the conventional noise-mitigating
protocols that are, in general, specific to the system, and the
nature of the environment, the QCT protocol can be applicable for an arbitrary channel on any system. The methods
to improve coherence time using dynamical-decoupling and
feedback control are particular to the nature of noise. While
these protect local coherence to an extent, they are not suitable
for preserving the non-local coherence, such as the quantum
entanglement. In contrast, the QCT can protect both local and
global coherence for an indefinite time, irrespective of the nature of local noises. There are techniques to protect quantum
entanglement by creating it in a decoherence-free-subspace.
However, these are also specific to a small set of entangled
states and, unlike QCT, do not work for arbitrary states in general. In communications, the quantum switch-based protocols
to improve channel capacity are, yet again, limited to a specific class of environmental noise. But the QCT is capable of
maximizing the capacity for arbitrary noisy channels.
Another technique to mitigate the environmental effects is
the SWAP protocol, where one can transfer the noise effects
from the system to the ancilla by swapping their states. However, this requires the ancilla to be noise-free at all times. On
the contrary, the QCT protocol works even if the ancilla is
allowed to interact with a large class of noisy environments.
In summary, we have introduced a protocol that makes an
arbitrary quantum channel transparent for an arbitrary dimensional quantum system. Specifically, we have given the implementation scheme on the optical systems in order to perform
perfect quantum communication using simple linear optical
setups. We have also presented a scheme to protect quantum
information in an atomic system inside a cavity.
The QCT protocol may open new avenues to protect
quantum information and correlations against environmental
effects and enable perfect quantum communications. For
example, the protocol can be used to share entanglement
between distant parties; hence may replace quantum repeaters. Combining the control over information, protection
of quantum entanglement shared by distant parties, and
perfect communication makes it possible to build a perfect
quantum network. On the theoretical side, the protocol
also identifies the non-local superposition in evolutions as
a quantum resource. Therefore, this work is expected to
initiate further theoretical investigations to understanding the
fundamental nature of these non-local resources and finding
possible applications in the context of quantum information
theory.
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